Activated macrophages release microvesicles containing polarized M1 or M2 mRNAs.
MVs are known vehicles of horizontal communication among cells, currently under scrutiny as powerful biomarkers in several pathological processes. The potential advantage of MVs relies on the assumption that their content reflects processes ongoing in pathologically relevant cell types. We have described that MVs of myeloid origin in the CSF are a marker of microglia/macrophage activation. Myeloid cells have different activation types, resulting in diverse functional phenotypes. Knowledge on the activation type of myeloid cells during disease would be of paramount importance for the understanding of ongoing pathogenic processes. We show here that macrophages activated in vitro in different ways all release increased amounts of MVs compared with NS cells. Moreover, we show that macrophage-derived MVs contain a repertoire of mRNAs that is not the result of casual sampling from the parental cells, as it is characterized by distinct mRNA enrichments and species. Nevertheless, mRNA content of MVs clearly allows identification in vivo of the activated phenotype of the cell of origin, indicating carryover of functional macrophage traits. We propose that detection of mRNAs in myeloid MVs permits identification of myeloid cell activation type during disease, allowing for further stratification of pathological processes.